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SUBMILLIMETER ASTRONOMY AT THE NASA/UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
3-METER INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Final Report, October 1983
I. Introduction
I wish to begin this report by expressing my appreciation 1:o NASA for
its support of my submillimeter work at the IRTF during the last few years.
I am pleased to offer this report summarizing the fruits of that support.
I wish also to say at the beginning that the success of the work has been
due in large measure to the efforts of my students Jocelyn Keene and
Stanley Whitcomb, now both at Caltech.
In my original proposal of 1979, I said' "'the NASA/university of Hawaii 3-m
Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) now nearing completion at MKO is not
equipped for work beyond the mid-ir ( ,%,30- um)but it is feasible to design
a submillimeter photometer which would provide for observations at 350 to
1000 um with higher sensitivities than have been previously obtained at
those wavelengths. The excellence of Mauna Kea as a site for submillimeter
ubservations has been demonstrated by our group and others, using the 2.2-m
telescope." Accordingly, I proposed "'to build a photometer for 350 um to
1000 um observations with the 3-meter telescope of the Maunc Kea Observatory
and to use the photometer for planetary studies."
Although development of the photometer will continue for some time and
a vast opportunity for further application of the photometer to planetary
studies still remains, the original goals for this grant have been achieved
and a summary is appropriate (regardless of formal requirements for a report).
II. The Photometer
A major problem to be solved in designing a submillimeter photometer
f^r
 the IRTF was the large focal ratio of the telescope (f/35) and the
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corresponding size of the Airy diffraction disk (2.44 of = 30 mm at 350 um;
85 mm at 1000 um). With apertures of this size, it was essential first of
all to provide spectral filters which would thoroughly exclude all wavelengths
below the desired passbands and which would not become warm enough to be signi-
ficant sources of thermal radiation. The filters designed to meet these
requirements have been described by Whitcomb and Keene (1980). The arrange-
ment of the filters in the photometer has been described by Whitcomb,
Hildebrand, and Keene (1980).
The filtered radiation had still to be concentrated by a very large
factor to be coupled to bolometers of reasonable size. We achieved a con-
centration of (2.f) 2 = 4,900 using compact heat trap field optics of the type
described by Keene, Hildebrand, Whitcomb, and Winston (1978).
The low absorptivity of bolometers for submillimeter radiation and
especially near 1 mm has been a continuing problem to which a better solu-
tion has recently been found by my graduate student 	 k Dragovan (1983).
He has shown that a gold film with a surface resistance matching the impe-
4 
dence of free space can produce a superior composite bolometer.
The use of the photometer, for a wide variety of applications ranging,.
i	 k
from studies of solar limb brightening and planetary emission to mapping
of dust clouds forced us to make an observational and theoretical analysis
of the throughput of diffraction limited field optics systems (Hildebrand
and Winston, 1983) .
As will be seen from the above discussion, the development of the
photometer has stimulated considerable work in applied optics which should
be of value to other projects involving detection of submillimeter radiation.
I have reviewed the developments in some detail in a recent article (Hildebrand,
1984). The article describing the IRTF photometer (Whitcomb, Hildebrand,
and Keene, 1980) is attached to this report as an appendix.
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Since the preparation of that article, we have built a 3He-cooled sub-
millimeter photometer as an addition to the IRTF photometer working in col-
laboration with T. Roellig of Ames Research Center. The next development of
-the photometer will be the addition of c polarimeter.
The total cost for the design and construction of the photometer ( not
including the 3 H radiometer) is well represented by the sum of the budgets
for the first two years (approximately $113,000).
III. Use as a Facility Instrument
Since its .first use, the photometer has been used for a series of runs
by
 various groups of observers, usually twice a year. Portions of
the instrument, especially the submillimeter radiometer, have been returned
to Chicago between each series for improvements. At least one member (or
former member) of my group has been present at the beginning of each series
to'set up and adjust the instrument. I do not have a record of all users.
The following is a ap rtial list of those who have observed with the photo-
meter and/or published on investigations using it.
E. Becklin	 University of Hawaii
L. Chernig	 G.S.F.C.
G. Chin	 G.S.F.C.
J. Davidson	 University of Chicago (EFI)
M. Dragovan	 University of Chicago (EFT)	 -'
,I
E. Epstein
	
Aerospace Corporation	 l
I. Gatley	 UKIRT
R. Genzel	 University of California, Berkeley
p
D. Gezari	 G.S.F.C.
D. Harper	 Yerkes Observatory
R. Hildebrand	 University of Chicago (EFI)
D. Jaffe	 University of California, Berkeley
AL I
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U.C. L.A.
Caltech
University of Minnesota
University of Hawaii
Yerkes Observatory
University of Chicago (EFI)
G. Orton
	
J.P.L.
R. Pernic	 Yerkes Observatory
L. Rickhard	 M.I.T.
T. Roellig	 Ames Research Center
P. Schwartz	 NRL
K. Sellgren	 Caltech
T. Simon
	
University of Hawaii
H. Smith
	
NRL
R. Sopka	 Catonsville College
C. Telesco	 Marshall S.F.C.
M. Werner	 Ames Research Center
S. Whitcomb	 Caltech
B. Zuckerman	 U.C.L.A.
Although we have prepared a fairly detailed operating manual, we expect
that the set-up of this instrument will always require the assistance of someone
thoroughly Familiar with its use. To the extent possible, we will continue to
provide such assistance, but we cannot promise to be available or to have the
instrument ready at any time.
IV. Planetary Studies
Saturn's Rings
An incentive for rapid completion of the submillimeter component of
our photometer was the opportunity to observe Saturn with rings edge-on in
M. Jura
J. Keene
R. Landau
C. Lindsey
R. Loewenstein
u. Novak
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late 1979 and early 1980. By comparing observations at that time with those
we had made earlier (at the 2.2-m telescope) when the rings were at an incli-
nation of 20°, we were able to establish a 400 um brightness temperature for
the rings of T,,( ,100 um) = 72 ± 12 K, where the error was due primarily to
uncertainty in the Mars model used for calibration. (Note that this was
before the Saturn fly-by.) This temperature lies between that (90 K) observed
for a 5 35 m and that (s18 K) observed for A ? 3.3 mm. This behavior, com-
bined with the high optical depth of the ring, at centimeter wavelengths,
placed severe constraints on the size and composition of the ring particles.
We concluded that ice particles with sizes of a few centimeters were the most
likely candidates.
Titan
At about the time of the Voyager encounter with Saturn we succeeded in
measuring the brightness temperature of Titan, thus providing temperature
data at an altitude (ti40 km) presumably near the temperature minimum. Our
value, 68 ± 6.5 K at 4.5 um, combined with Voyager and radio occultation
data, indicates the presence of a dense, cold cloud layer at that altitude.
Giant Planets
Our most extensive observations were those of the giant planets. Coin-
bined with our results from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory taken over the
s,J
same interval we have obtained brightness temperatures at ten or more pass-
bands in the range 40 um s a s 1000 um for each of the planets Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune. With this broad portion of the spectrum we are able to
improve the determination of the total bolometric output of the planets,
especially for Uranus and Neptune, where a significant portion of the spectrum
is beyond 40 um.
In addition, since the spectra reflect the temperatures and opacities
of the planetary atmospheres down to depths of several bars, we are able to
J4
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compare the results with atmospheric models extending to these depths.
A manuscript describing the current status of this work is attached.
The data are complete but the manuscri pt is still being edited by the
various authors. This work involves many hundreds of individual observa-
tions. The reduction and analysis has proved to be a major task.
V. Other Research
The photometer has been extensively used in solar, galactic, and extra-
galactic observations. Among the most significant of 'these were the discovery
of low-luminosity star formation in the Bok Globule B335 by Keene et al. (1983)
and the determination of the far-infrared properties of dust in the reflection
nebula NGC 7023 by Whitcomb et al. (1981).
VI. Publications
The following publications of our group have been based entirely or in
C
part on work under this grant'
An f/35 submillimeter photometer for the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility
a	 S. E. Whitcomb, R. H. Hildebrand, and J. Keene
Pub. A.S.P., 92, 863 (1980)
Far-infrared observation.,
 of the globule B335
J. Keene, D. A. Harper, R. H. Hildebrand, and S. E. Whitcomb
Ap. J. (Letters), 240, L43 (1980)
r
k
r	 Far-infrared observations of globules
J. Keene
Ap. J., 245, 115 (1981)
Far-infrared properties of dust in the reflection nebula NGC 7023
S. E. Whitcomb, I. Gatley, R. H. Hildebrand, J. Keene, K. Sellgren,
and M. W. Werner
Ap. J., 246, 416 (1981)
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Brightness temperatures of Saturn ' s disk and rings at 400 and 700 micrometers
S. E. Whitcomb, R. H. Hildebrand, and J. Keene 	 •
Science, 210, 788 (1980)
Solar limb brightening at 350 um
C. Lindsey, R. Hildebrand, S. Whitcomb, and J. Keene
Ap. J., 248, 830 (1981)
415 um brightness temperature of Titan
R. F. Loewenstein and R. H. Hildebrand
A. & A., 110, L18 (1982)
The throughput of diffraction - limited field optics systems
R. H. Hildebrand and R. Winston
Applied Optics, 21, 1844 ( 1.982)
A high resolution submillimeter map of OMC-1
J. Keene, R. H. Hildebrand, and S. E. Whitcomb
Ap. J. (Letters) , 252, Ul (1982)
The determination of cloud masses and dust characteristics from submillimeter
thermal emioz ions
R. H. Hildebrand
Q. Jl. R. astr. ' Soc., 24, 267 (1983)
Submillimeter observations of W3
D. T. Jaffe, R. H. Hildebrand, Jocelyn Keene, anti S. E. Whitcomb
Ap. J. (Letters), 273, L89 (1983)
Far-infrared detection of Low - luminosity star formation in the Bok Globule 8335
Jocelyn Keene, J. A. Davidson, D. A. Harper, R. H. Hildebrand,
D. T. Jaffe, R. F. Loewenstein, F. Low, and R. Pernic
Ap. J., (Letters), 274, L43 (1983)
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Far-IR selected star formation regions
D. T. Jaffe, R. H. Hildebrand, J. Keene, 0. A. Harper, R. F. Loewenstein,
and J. M. Moran
Ap. J. In press.
Focal plane optics in far-infrared and submillimeter astronomy
R. H. Hildebrand
International Conference on Nonimaging Concentrators, M. C. Ruda, ed.
proc. SPIE, 441, 40-50 (1984)
Far-infrared and submillimeter brightness temperatures of the giant planets
R. H. Hildebrand, R. F. Loewenstein, G. Orton, D. A. Harper, J. Keene,
and S. Whitcomb
(In preparation)
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FAR INFRARED AND SUBMILLIMETER BRIGHTNESS
TEMPERATURES OF THE GIANT PLANETS
R. H. H ILDEBRArJD 11213
R. F. LOEWENSTE:N1,2: 4
D. A. HARPER 1,2,4
S. ORTON5
1,2,6
J. B. KEENE
AND
S. E. WHITCOMBI,^r ►^
1 GUEST OBSERVER' G. P. KuiPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY, AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
MOFFETT FIELD, CA 94035.
VISITING ASTRONOMER AT THE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY, WHICH IS OPERATED BY
TF?P UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII UNDER. _ONTRACT FRI_'M THE NATIONAL AEPONAQTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
3ENRICO FERMI INSTITUTE, DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS, AND
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, THE UNIVERSITY OF ",HrCA JSO, CHICAGO, IL O".4'-r3
4DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS, YERKES OBSERVATORY. THE lJNIVERSITY
OF CHICAGO: WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191.
J
.JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE Q TECHNOLOGY, 4 ^^D OAF' ^aROVE
DRIVE, PASADENA, CA 91109.
r
D'IVI_ION OF PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, AND ASTRONOMY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY: PASADENA, CA 91125.
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ORIGINAL PAGE F1ABSTRACT	 OF POOR QUAL"
WE HAVE MEASURED THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE" OF JUPITER, S4TURN- UPANUS,
AN D NEPTUNE IDi THE RANGE 35-1000. Am. THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES DaRIVED FROM
THE MEASUREMENTS, SUPPLEMENTED BY SHORTER WAVELENGTH VOYAGER DATA FOR JUPITER
AND SATURN, ARE 1 26. 3 t 4 , 5 K, 93 . 4 1 3. 3 f„ 58 .3 t 2 0 K, AND I:0 :S ± 2
RESPECTIVELY. WE DISCUSS THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE MEASUREMENT: FOR BOLOMETRIC
9
OUTPUT AND FOR ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION THE TEMPEPATURE SPECTRUM
OF •JUPITER SHOWS A STRONG PEAK AT 35.E µM FOLL IDWED BY A DEEP VALLEY AT
450 - 500 ^xM. A MODEL ATMOSPHERE CONTAINING AMMONIA ICE PARTICLE$
i' REPRODUCES THESE QUALITATIVE FEATURES BUT DOES NOT FIT THE DATA CLOSELY.
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I. INTRODUCTION
FAR— INFRARED AND SUBMT 4.— IMETER PHSTOWRIC OSXMPVATION°S OF THkE GIANT
PLANETS HAVE THREE PRINCIPAL TYPES OF APPLICATIONS $ FIRST, THE INVESTIGATION
OF INTERNAL SOURCES OF ENERGY ; 'SECONDx THE INVFESTIGATION OF PLANETARY
ATMOSPHERES) AND THIRDS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONVENIENT REFERENCE OBJECT$ FOR
PHOTOMETRY OF OTHER 'SOURCE:.
s
THE APPLICATION OF PLANET DATA TO GENERAL INFRARED PHOTOMETRY BECOMES
INCREASINGLY VALUABLE AS MEASUREMENTS ARE EXTENDED THROUGHOUT THE IAR^IR AND
SUBMILLIMETER SPECTRUM WITH ENOUGH RESOLUTION TO SHOW THE PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF
THE SPECTRUM. AS WE WILL SHOWo THE ASSUMPTION OF A FEATURELESS ZPECTRUM COUQO
LEAD IN SOME CASES TO CONSIDERABLE ERRORS,
c, a
:k	 THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE PLANETS ARE PROBED TO INCREASING DEPTHS BY
`.	 OBSERVATIONS AT INCREASING WAVELENGTHS. ATMOSPHERIC MODELS CAN BE COMPARED
WITH BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE SPECTRA BY SUMMING THE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM EACH
LAYER OF THE MODEL ATMOSPHERE WHERE EACH CONTRIBUT TS ACCORDING TO ITS
TEMPERATURE AND OPACITY AND THE ATTENUATION OF ITS EMISSION BY OVERLYING
t
+
t'
LAYER::.	 WE SHALL DISCUSS THE IMPLICATIONS OF OUR MEASURED SPECTRA FOR THE
” DERIVATION OF MODELS FOR EACH OF THE PLANET= AT LAYERS DOWN TO APPROXIMATEL°P
Y THE Cl NE—BAR LEVEL.
01!R MEASUREMENTS PERMIT A CONSIDERABLE. REDUCTION IN THE UNCERTAINTIES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SOLOMETRIC THERMAL OUTPUTS • OF THE PLANETS.	 FOR URANUS AND	 1
'
NEPTUNEo THE BULK. OF THE THERMAL EMISSION OCCURS IN THE RANGE 40 ,UM TO 1 MM	 ^C
COVERED 8`f OUR OBSERVATIONS.
SPACECRAFT OBSERVATIONS HAVE PROVIDED MEASUREMENTS OF JUPITER AND SATURN
OUT TO APPROXIMATEL Y 50 ,uM (HANEL ES A.L. 	 1979, HANEL EX Al—	 1382).	 AIRBORNE
OBSERVATIONS HAVE EXTENDED THE SPECTRA TO "100 ,UM (LOEWENSTEIN El AL.	 1977A.•
LOEWENSTEIN EY AL,
	
13776) AND GROUND—BASED OBSERVATIONS HAVE GIVEN A FEW
. •	 77
	
A	 J
BROADBAND POINTS AT LONGER WAVELENGTHS SHORT OF 1 MM (LOEWENSTEIN Ex AL. 1977A,
WHITCOMB Ex AL. 1979', THE MEASUREMENT S PRESENTED HERE COVER THE RANGE FROM 35
TO 1000 putt IN RELATIVELY NARROW BANDS. THE AIRBORNE (35-7313 )AM) AND GROUND-
BASED 050-970)10 OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE AT APPROXIMATELY THE :SAME TIMES 	 IN
THESE MEASUREMENTS, WE HAVE SAMPLED ROUGHLY 50% OF THE TOTAL FLUX EMITTED BY
JUPITER, 65% BY SATURN, AND 92% BY URANUS AND NEPTUNE.
IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS WE PRESENT THE OBSEPVATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION
II); THE DATA REDUCTION, INCLUDING CORRECTIONS, CALIBRATION, AND PLANETARY
RADII W ID; THE RESULTS (IM DISCUSSION OF MODELS OF THE INDIVIDUAL PLANETS
(0) AND A SUMMARY (VI). CERTAIN DETAILS OF THE ANALYSIS ARE PRESENTED IN
APPENDICES.
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OF POUR QUALITYII.	 OBSERVATIONS AND INSTRUMENTA`T'ION
THE OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE IN TEN OR MORE WAVELENGTH BANDS BETWEEN 35)},M
AND 370 ,UM FOR EACH PLANET. 	 THE OBSERVATIONS AT X A 350 jkM WERE. MADE AT
THE 3 M NASA INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY (IRTF) OF THE MAUNA KEA OBSERVATORY)
THOSE AT X < .'SO JkM WERE MADE WITH THE KUIPER AIRSORNE OBSERVATORY (KAO) 	 THE
OBSERVATIONS EXTENDED OVER THE PERIOD 1979 NOVEMBER TO 1982 SEPTEMBER.	 ALL THE
OBSERVATIONS OF SATURN WERE MADE BETWEEN 1979 NOVEMBER 27, 	 1930 MAY 7 WHEN THE
RING INCLINATION TO EARTH WAS < 	 10.7.
t
( A) IRTF
THE IRTF DATA WERE OBTAINED IN APPROXIMATELY 330 INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATIONS
DURING THE PERIOD 1979 NOVEMBER TO 1931 )MARCH. 	 FLUX. DENSITIES WERE OBTAINED IN
SIX WAVELENGTH BANDS FROM 359 TO 1000 µ,M USING THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
SUBMILLIMETVR/MILLIMETER PHOTOMETER (WHITCOMB, HILDEBRAND AND K.EENE 1930). 	 THE
SIGNAL'S' WERE OBTAINED BY REPETITIVE BEAM SWITCHING WITH A BEAM SEPARATION OF
e
300 ARC SEC. i
FIGURE 1 SHOWS THE TRANSMISSION CURVES OF THE FILTERS AS MEASURED ON A
FOUR I ER. TRANSFORM ;$*ECTROMETER .	 THE APERTURES WERE 50 MM FOR THE I MM FILTER z
4M2) AND 29 MM FOR ALL SUBMILLIMETER FILTERS. 	 (PLATE SCALE - 2 11 ,'MM). ?
THE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE VARIOUS SUBMILLIMETER FILTERS WERE MADE IN A
REGULAR. SEOUENCE DESIGNED TO REDUCE ERRORS DUE TO CHANGES IN AIR. MASS.
	 THE
SE 13t 1JENCE IS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX C.
I
(e) KAO
THE AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE ON THE 91-CM TELESCOPE OF THE KAO
I
DURING THE PERIOD 1980 .JANUARY, TO 1982 SEPTEMBER. THREE HELIUM COOLED
PHOTOMETERS WERE USED : PHOTOMETERS G1 AND : 1 EACH CONTAINED A SINGLE DETECTOR.
0
AND PHOTOMETER G? CONSISTED OF A CLOSE PACKED HEXAGONAL ARRAY OF SEVEN
DETECTORS ( ONE CENTRAL DETECTOR SURROUNDED BY six) ( HARPER EX AL. 1984). THE
5	 ,
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FILTER S AND APERTURES IN PHOTOMETERS GI AND G2 (HARPER Cl AL., 1984) INCLUDED
BOTH BANOPASS AND LONG-WAVELENGTH PASS FILTERS. FILTERS GI-5, GIN, G2-5 AND
HAVE SHORT WAVELENGTH LEAKS OF A FEW PERCENT OR LESS BETWEEN 20)AM - 50
Jim. THESE LEAKS REWIRE CORRECTIONS UP TO 15% IN FLUX RATIOS WHEN COMPARING
OBJECTI OF SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES. FOR MANY OF THE OBSERVATIONS.,
WE WERE ABLE TO SWITCH IN ADDITIONAL TEFLON OR CALCIUM FLOURIOM FILTERS WHICH
RENDERED THE LEAKS COMPLETELY NEGLIGIBLE. (SUE FOOTNOTES (F) AND (G) OF TABLE
IV FOR SPECIFIC NOTES ON FILTERS.)
THE TWO WATER RADIOMETERS ON BOARD THE KAO ARE DESCRIBED BY KUHN El AL.
<1976). FOR SPECIFIC NOTES ON THE WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENTS DURING THE AIRBORNE
OBSERVATIONS, REFER TO FOOTNOTE (A) OF TABLE IV. THE DEPENDENCE OF Tp'E
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION FUNCTION UPON THE LINE OF SIGHT WATER VAPOR WAS
CALCULATED BY STIER (1981 PRIVATE COMMUNICATION) BASED UPON THE MODEL OF
TRAUB AND STIER (1976).
III. DATA REDUCTION
(A) CORRECTIONS, ANALYSIS
THE SIGNALS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED FOR PARTIAL RESOLUTION OF THE PLANETARY
oisKs vAPPENDix A), FOR SHADOWING OF SATURN'S DISK BY THE RINGS (APPENDIX B),
AND FOR ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION AND THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF THE PHOTOMETERS
(APPENDIXES C, 0). THE CORRECTION FOR PARTIAL RESOLUTION DOES NOT INCLUDE THE
EFFECT OF LIMB DARKENINGJ THE EFFECT OF THIS SIMPLIFICATION IS ESTIMATED IN
APPENDIX A. BECAUSE THE RING INCLINATION WAS LESS THAN 1.7 0 FOR ALL
OBSERVATIONS, NO CORRECTION IS MADE FOR EMISSION FROM SATURN'S RINGS.
FOR THE IRTF DATA, ALL SIGNALS ARE CORRECTED TO THE SAME VALUES OF THE
LINE OF SIGHT WATER VAPOR., Wx BEFORE TAKING RATIOS OF UNKNOWN TO CALIBRATION
t^
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OF POOR QUALITY
O FOR SUBMILLIMETER MEASUREMENT, 5 MM Ha0 FOR MILLIMETEPSIGNALS CW = 1 mm H2 	:;w 
MEASUREMENTS) SEE APPENDIX Dl.	 FOR THR KAO OATA.T HE ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS OF
INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS WERE MUCH LOWER. 	 THE SPECTRA OF THE UNKNOWN AND
CALIBRATION SOURCES WERE ASSUMED TO BE SIMILAR IN GROSS FEATURES FOR
3^4J uM, BUT THE SOURCE SPECTRA OF COLD AND WARM PLANET= Q .a. NEPTUNE AND
MARS) WERE NOT SIMILAR EVEN IN THEIR. GROSS FEATURES FOR X V 100 )AM.	 IT WAS
THEREFORE NECESSARY TO USE DIFFERENT ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR THE IRTF AND KAO
DATA.
	
SEE APPENDI X D FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE IFTF DATA REDUCTION AND
LoEWENSTEIN Ex AL. (1 77A.) FOR THE KAO PROCEDURE.
` (B) EFFECTIVE WAVELENGTH
x+- THE DETECTION EFFICIENCY AT FREQUENCY V	 WITH LINE OF SIGHT WATER VAPOR W
F
DEPENDS ON THE ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION, TWO AND ON THE MEASURED SPECTRALM
!k_
".; RESPONSE OF THE PHOTOMETtR ACV?. 	 FOR A SOURCE OF SPECTRUM SO), WE DEFINE A
' TH
r FLUX WEIGHTED MEAN FRERUENCY FOR THE I	 FILTER TO BE
THE WAVELENGTHS SHOWN IN THE TABLES AND FIGURES ARE THOSE CORRESPONDING TO THE
MEAN FREOUENC I ES SO DEFINED (I.E. X I = a/ 0 I ) .
(C) BRIGHTNESS
``
 RATIOS
BRIGHTNESS PATIOS ARE CALCULATED FROM THE SIGNAL RATIOS !SING THE PLANET
RADII DISCUSSED 10 SECTION IIIE AFTER. CORRECTIONS FOR PARTIAL RESOLUTION OF THE
DISK AND THE I;CLINATICAN OF THE PLANET POLE.
(0) CALIBRATION- MARS MODEL
TEMPERATURE, ARE DERIVED FROM THE BRIGHTNESS RATIOS USING MARS AS THE
PRIMARY CALIBRATION OBJECT. THE MARS TEMPERATURES ARE BASED ON THE MODEL OF
NEUGEBA! DER ET AL. ( 197 1) AS EXTENDED BY WRIGHT ( 1 976) AND FURTHER EXTENDED AND
TABULATED BY I,I,IR IGHT AND ODENWALD ( 1 980). THE MODEL r.	 A DECREASING
DEPENDENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON WAVELENGTH AS THE WAVELENGTH INCREASES. l,lE HAVE
7
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ASS ►!MED T(A > Z50 M) = T(x = MO u m) . THE ERRORS SHOWN IN THE TABLES 00 NOT
INCLUDE ANY ESTIMATE OF THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE MODEL.
WE DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EVALUATE THE ACCURACY OF THE ^+1RIGHTi0DeNWALD MODEL.
WE HAVE, HOWEVER, COMPARED THAT MODEL WITH THE MORE DETAILED MODEL OF SlIMPSON
ET AL. ( 1981). FOR THE TIMES OF THE OBSERVATIONS, THE MARS TEMPERATURES OF THE
TWO MODELS WERE VERY NEARLY EQUAL FOR X ( 1.30 )AM. THE DISCREPENCIES ARE sMALLER
THAN THE ERROR_ WE ESTIMATE FOR THE MEASUREMENTS. A7' INCREASING WAVELENGTHS
THE TEMPERATURES OF THE SlIMPSON MODEL DECREA 'S'E LESS RAPIDLY THAN THOSE OF THE
WR IGHT/'ODENWALD WITH A DISCREPENCY OF - 7 K AT 7,00 µM. WE HAVE ASSUMED THE
WR.IGHT/ODENWAL.D MODEL BECAUSE IT IS MORE EASILY GENERATED FOR A GIVEN EPOCH AND
aKCAUSE IT HAS BfaEN WIDELY USED AS A STANDARD. MAJOR DI=CREPENCIES IN THE
MODEL WOULD aE APPARENT BY THEIR EFFECT ON THE INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF THE
PLANET DATA.
(E) PLANETARY RADII
PUBLISHED DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF PLANETARY RADII HAVE BEEN MADE AT
DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS FOR THE DIFFERENT PLANET= AND HENCE CORRESPOND TO
DIFFERENT DEPTHS IN THE ATMOSPHERES. THE DISCREPENCIES ARE ?F ORDER ONE
PERCENT IN RADIUS. FOR CONSISTENCY, WE L ISE RADII COMPUTED FOR 1 BAR PRESSURE
LEVELS WHICH SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY THE MEAN RADII FOR THE FAR. IR
 AND .3411C4
EMISSION
Fl--,P. •JUPITER, WE USE THE 100'°MBAP. VALUE= R 	 = 7,154 1 * 4 K.M AND REM.	 POL
r.6$96 f 4 K.M OF L I NDAL El AL. ( 1981) . THESE VALUES WERE ADJUSTED TO THE 1 -BAR
LEVEL 1, Z = 4h KM) WITH A MEAN OF THE LINOAL EX AL. MODELS (,E.G. THE NOMINAL
^MODEL GIVEN BY CIRTON, 1981 ). FOR SATURN., WE R ISE THE 1832.2-MBAR RADIus, R
El?
60309 . 5 KM, AND ELLIPTICITY, i : = 0 .096., OF KL I ORE El AL. l 154 -83-1)   AD•?! ISTED TO THE
A	 1-BAP. LEVEL ( Z = 76.6 KM) WiTH A MODEL APPROXIMATING THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS
"	 d
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OF TYLER EX AL, (1982).  FOR URANUS, WE USE THE :3 X 10 1 ' CM , . APPROXIMATELY
1	 BA,P. ` VALUES R	 26 1 56	 KM AND ^ _ 0 . 024 1 0 .003 GIVEN BY ELLIOTT
E2 AL. ti. 1_8-1 "	 THE A DJUSTMENT T^ THE I-BAR LEVEL ( Z = 542 KM) I_ BAsrzo ON THE
MODELS OF TOKUNAGA RX AL. 198 3 	FOR NEPTUNE, WE USE THE 4 X 10 1 Chi VSLUES
RECN = 
25225 1 30 KM AND E	 0 . 02 1 t 0 .004 GIVEN BY EL L- TOT ( 1 979), ADJUSTED T O
THE 1-BAR LEVEL ( Z = 455 KM), AGAIN ON THE BASIS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC MODELS OF
TOKUNAGA EX AL. (1982). THESE ATMOSPHERI C_ MODELS FOR URANUS AND NEPTUNE.- WHILE
CONSTRAINED BY RECENT INFRARED DATA IN THE 28){M REGION, IMPLY ALTITUDE
ADJUSTMENTS CLOSE TO THOSE DERIVED FROM THE E 12UILI13RIUM MODELS '?F APPLEBY
{1980) OR WALLACE (1989 ) . THE LARGEST UNCERTAINTY IN THE RADIUS ADJUSTMENTS
FOR URANUS AND NEPTUNE STEMS FROM THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE MEAN MOLECULAR
WEIGHT. WE ASSUME A BULK COMPOSITION OF 99%: H2 AND 19%: HE, CONS ISTENT WITH THE
STELLAR OCCULTATION ANALYSES. THERE ARE NO FIRM OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON
THE BULK COMPOSITIONS OF URANUS OR NEPTUNE. A 10% CHANGE IN THE HE MIXING
RATIO TRA14SLATES INTO A CHANGE IN THE RADIUS ADJUSTMENT OF APPROXI'MATEL'Y 59 KM.
WITH THESE ADJUSTMENTS, WE OBTAIN THE ASSUMED 1-8AR RADII LISTED IN TABLE
I.
FOR MARS, WE USE THE TRIAXIAL ELLIPSOID FIT OF SWEETNAM,
	 WITH A
POLAR PAD I I_IE 3327 .1 KM AND EIti t!ATOR I AL COMPONENTS 3393.5 Khi AND 3400.0 Km. WE
ISE R	 = (:3393.5 x X400 .0)  f ^ _ 3397 KM.
Fr 
THE EFFECTIVE SEMI-DIAMETER =. OF THE PLANETS,	 , SHOWN IN TABLES II ° IV,
ARE COMPUTED FROM THE RADII IN TABLE I TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE INCLINATIONS OF
THE PLANET POLES TO
 THE LINE OF SIGHT ON THE DATES OF THE OBSERVATIONS, THE
RANGE OF ANGLES DURING THE OBSERVATIONS IS SHOWN FOR EACH PLANET IN THE LAST
COLUMN OF TABLE 1, THE POLE COORDINATES ARE BASED ON THE REPORT C-IF DAVIES E_
AL. ^ 19?t') AS PRESENTED IN THE 1 982 Asmea OMICAL ALMAWAC .
Of
s
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IV. RESULTS	 OF POOH QUALITY
THE JOURNALS OF THE OBSERVATIONS ARE GIVEN IN THREE SEPARATE PARTS:
EROA08ANO IRI S OBSERVATIONS (TABLE II), NARROWER BAND IRTF OBSERVATIONS
( TABLE III), AND KAO OBSERVATIONS (TABLE IV) . THE ORIGHTNESS TEMPEPATUR.E
MEASUREMENTS ARE COMBINED AND SUMMARIZED IN TABLE V. THE COMBINED RESULTS ARE
P IOTTEO IN FIGURE'= 2 " S TOQETHER WITH CURVES REPRESENTING ADJUSTMENTS OF SEMI -
EMPIRICA" MODELS FITTED TO THE DATA. THE ORIGINAL MODES FOR •_UPITER AND
SATURN ARE BASED ON THOSE OF THE VOYAGER IRTF TEAM (E.G. 1HANEL EX AL- 1981;
1983) DERIVED FROM DATA TAKEN FOR a C 50 µM1 THE MODELS FOR URANUS AND NEPTUNE
ARE THOSE OF TOKUNAGA ET AL_ (1953). THE DATA WERE FIRST REDUCED USING THESE
MODELS (DASHED CURVES). THE DEVIATIONS OF THE REDUCED DATA POINTS FROM THE
ASSUMED CURVE WERE FITTED BY A SMOOTH FUNCTION THAT WAS THEN USED TO ADJUST THE
ORIGINAL MODEL TO MINIMIZE THE DEVIATIONS. WHEN NECESSARY: THIS NEW SOURCE
CURVE WAS THEN USED TO RE-REDUCE THE ORIGINAL RATIOS FOLLOWING THE PROCEDURE
DESCRIBED IN THE APPENDIX OF ,GAFFE E= AL (1984) THIS PROCEDURE REsUIRED TWO
ITERATION'S FOR JUPITER, ONE FOR SATURN AND URANUS, AND NOME FOR NEPTUNE. THE
NON-UNY^UE FINAL CURVES ARE SHOWN IN THE FIGURES (SOLID CURVES), WITH THE
PLOTTED POINTS BEING DERIVED FROM THESE CURVES. IT SHOULD BE STRESSED THAT
THESE CURVES 01_i NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT A REAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANET'S
THERMAL STRUCTURE: BUT RATHER. REPRESENT THE BEST FIT TO OUR DATA: WHICH RELY ON
AN ASSUMED MARS MODEL AND OBSERVATIONAL ERRORS.
THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATIONS USED IN MEASURING THE AIRBORNE POINTS WAS
USUALLY TOO SMALL TO PERMIT ESTIMATES OF STATISTICAL ERRORS FOR INDIVIDUAL
POINT=. WHERE ERRORS COULD BE ESTIMATED: THEY ARE SHOWN IN TABLE IJ. SINCE
ALL AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURES 2-5: THE SPREAD CAN BE USED TO
JUDGE TYPICAL ERRORS. THE PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS FOR THESE
POINT_ ARE UNCERTAINTI_S IN ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR (AIRBORNE DATA:' AND
a
w
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UNCERTAINTY IN THE MARS. MODEL CALL DATA). WE EMPHASIZE THAT NONE OF THE ERRORS
?•HOWN IN THE TABLES INCLUDE THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE PARS REFERENCE TEMPERATURES
WE ASSUME AN ABSOLUTE ACCURACY TO t 15% IN FLUX. THE AVERAGES AND STATISTICAL
ERRORS OF THE COMBINED DATA POINTS ARE TABULATED IN TABLE V. THE AVERAGE OF
THE AIRBORNE STATISTICA +_ ERRORS IS 1.5 K AND REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE STATISTICAL
ERROR IN ANY GIVEN AIRBORNE MEASUREMENT.
SINCE THE ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS ARE THOSE OF FLUX, WE PLOT THE INDIVIDUAL
AIRBOP"E POINTS AND THE COMBINED GROUNDBASED POINTS IN FIG. 6 FOR EACH PLANET.•
NORMALIZED TO A FIXED PLANETARY SOLID ,,NGLE. THIS REPRESENTATION OFFERS A
BETTER PEEL FOR THE VARIOUS OBSERVATIONAL ERRORS,
RECENT UNPUBLISHED MEASUREMENTS BY MOLT El AL_ ( 1984) IN THE RANGE 35011M
TO 3.3 MM ARE GENERALLY IN FAIR AGREEMENT WITH OUR DATA, BUT SOMEWHAT LOWER.
ONLY A SMALL PART OF THE DIFFERENCE CAN BE EXPLAINED BY DIFFERENCES IN ASSUMED
t
MARS REFERENCE TEMPERATURES. THE PRINCIPAL DISCREPANCY IS IN THE JUPITER DATA
IN THE REGION 350 ^&M-500 PU4j WHERE OUR POINTS ARE HIGHER. AND SHOW A STRONG PEAK.
AT -7330- Mt-1 FOLLOWED BY A VALLEY AT -'450 14m. IAE 00 NOT UNDERSTAND THE REASON
FOR THE DISCREPANCY,
INTEGRATING THE CURVE= IN FIGURE r AND CORRECTING FOR UNMEASURED FLUX
-SHORT of 35 p t-1, ONE ARRIVES AT T	 FOP. •JUPITER, SATURN, URANUS AND NEPTUNE TO
EFF
BE RE_•PECTIVELY 1^G.8 	 4.5 A 93.4 t 3. 3 K. 58. 3 t 2.0 F+:. AND 60.3 t 2.0 K. 	 ij,
HERE THE ERRORS REPRESENT THE ASSU MED 15%: ERROR IN FLUX DUE TO THE UNCERTINTIES r,
IN THE MARS TEMPERATURES
V. DISCUS^ION
VARI i^i!_5 MODEL: CAN BE CONSTRUCTED FOR THE SPECTRA C-IF THE GlAt•IT PLANET= ,
DETAIL_ CIF THE COMPOSITIONAL AND STRUCTURAL ASSUMPTIONS CHARACTERIZING EACH
M! DEL, AS WELL AS DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ANALYSIS, ARE DISCUSSED AT GREATER LENGTH
0'?107lVA4 PAC,"
Iii APPEND Ix E. RESULTS OF THESE MODELS ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. OF Po(-)'? QllAL4iTfy'b'
A. JUPITER
EARTH—BASED OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER HAVE BEEN MADE BY PHOTOMETRIC AND
SPECTROS ,:OPIC TECHNIQUES. MOST RECENTLY THE VOYAGER IRIS EXPERIMENT OBTAINED
MANY SPECTRA OF JUPITER (HANEL rzl AL, 1979), INCLUDING SOME OBSERVATIONS OF THE
WHOLE DISK (HANEL EX AL. 1981) OUT TO 50 )Am. THESE SPECTRA ARE ESSENTIALLY
COINCIDENTAL WITH THE MODEL SPECTRA DISPLAYED IN FIGS. 7-9.
FIG. 7 INCLUDES THE FPPECTRUM OF A MODEL ATMOSPHERE WITHOUT ACCOUNTING FOR
THE INFLUENCE OF NH 3 ICE CLOUDS, AS WELL AS ONE WITH NH 3 CLOUDS HAVING A
CHARACTERISTIC PARTICLE SCALE HEIGHT EQUAL TO 0.15 TIMES THE GAS SCALE HEIGHT.
FIGS. 8 A140 9 SHOW THE SPECTRA RESULTING FROM SIMILAR CLOUDS WITH PARTICLC
SCALE HEIGHTS EQUAL TO 0.50 AND 0.05 TIMES THE GAS SCALE HEIGHT; RESPECTIVELY.
THE MODELS ARE EXTENSIONS OF THOSE PRESENTED BY ORTON Ml AL. (19829). NONE OF
THESE MODELS OTIVES A CLOSE FIT TO THE DATA NEAR THE 350 — 700 MICRON REGION FOR
ANY PARTICLE SIZE CONSIDEREDi EVEN WHEN A DETAILED RESPONSE TO THE PREDICTED
SPECTRUM IS CONSIDERED.
IF THE DATA ARE CORRECTo OTHER SOURCES OF JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
MAY BE PE I;.-UIRED. FUTURE OBSERVATIONAL EFFORTS- MAY BEST BE DIRECTED TOWAP.;7
OBTAINING SPECTROMETRIC RATHER THAN RADIOMETRIC DATA. THIS WOULD ELIMINATE THE
UNCERTAINTY IMPLICIT IN THE CONVOLUTION OF STRONG TELLURIC AND •OVIAN
ABSORPTION FEATURES.
ALTHOUGH THEY ARE ONLY 14EAKLY CONSTRAINED BY THE DATA.- THEE
	 MODELS
IN FIGS. 7-9 MAY BE USED TO OBSERVE BY VOYAGER FOR WAVELENGTHS BEYOND 43.5 jAm
- 
1	 4	
-2f. 0- 230 cm	 OUR CLOUDY MODELS PREDICT VALUES OF 1.51 - 1.54 x 10 	 cm
S TER
	 FOR THE 0 — 2ZO CM FLUX. THESE INDICATE AN AVERAGE WHICH IS ONLY
HIGHER THAN THE ESTIMATE OF 1.507 x 10-4 W cm- P STER, —1 GIVEN BY HANEL El AL.
12
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11981). THE AVERAGE OF OUR MODELS TENDS TO CONFIRM THE ESTIMATE OF THE TOTAL
THERMAL OUTPUT OF 4 325 x 10 
4 
W Cm
-2 STMR7 I GIVEN By HANEL el Al. THEY ALSO
CONFIRM THE 2' ,%' ESTIMATE FOR THEIR LONG WAVELENGTH EXTRAPOLATION UNCERTAINTY
S. SATURN
FIG. 10 SHOWS THE SPECTRA OF MODELS FOR SATURN WITH A PH 3 
MIXING RATIO IN
— 
15
THE DEEP ATMOSPHERE OF 1.5 X 10 , CORRESPONDING TO THE RESULTS OF EARLIER
INVESTIGATIONS (see APPENDIX E). MODELS WITH LARGER MIXING RATIOS ARE ALSO
SHOWN TO DEMONSTRATE THE INFLUENCE OF FAH- LINES IN THIS REGION OF THE SPECTRUM
THE MEASUREMENTS AT 204.3, 221.1 AND 328.9 k( M ALL APPEAR TO BE BELOW THE MODEL
SPECTRA AND COULD BE INTERPRETED AS INDICATING THAT LARGER MIXING RATIOS ARE
REQUIRED OR THAT'THERE IS AN UNMOOMLED ABSORBER INFLUENCING THE SPECTRUM. ON
THE OTHER HAND, OTHER MEASUREMENTS, SUCH AS THE DATUM AT 664 JAM WHICH LIES
ABOVE THE MODEL SPECTRUM, ARE NOT SO EASILY EXPLAINED. AGAIN, JUST As FOR
JUPITER, THIS SPECTRAL REGION IS SUFFICI.tNTLY DETAILED TH:kT UNAMBIGUOUS 4
EXTRACTION OF INFORMATION ABOUT THIZ ATMOSPHERE OF SATURN MAY REQUIRE
SPECTROMETRIC RATHER THAN RADIOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS,
WE NOTE THAT THE MODEL SPECTRA IN FIG. 17 00 PROVIDE A REASONABLY
SATISFACTORY FIT TO THE DATA, AND THEY 00 NOT INDICATE THE NEED FOR A DECREASE
1.4 THE Me"DDEL BRIGHTNESS ACROSS A WIDE SPECTRAL RANGE. THE CLOUD MODELS
0
SUGGESTED BY ORTON (1980 FOR REGIONS NEAR THE EIUATOR AND NEAR 1.1 r LATITUDE
ARE THUS OPTICALLY TOO THICK. FOR THE GLOBAL AVERAGE, THIS MAY BE A RESULT OF
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE RELATIVELY BRIGHT AND ''CLEAR" REGIONS IN THE NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE (PIRRAGLIA S1 AL. 1981); GAUTIER El AL. 1983).
FINALLY, THE MODELS PROVIDE AN ESTIMATE OF THE TOTAL THERMAL ENERGY OUTPUT
AT WAVELENGTHS PAST 50 AIM 40-200 CM— I ). THIS VALUE RANGES SETWCEN 6.76 AND
6.80 x to
-3 f)) CM-1 STER. —1 FOR THE MODELS SHOWN IN FIG. 14A. THIS COMPARES
lecl
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CLOSEL" WITH A SIMILAR ESTIMATE BY HANEL EX AL . ( 19,93) OTC' 6,909  a 10	 bJ CM-L
STER. -1 , A VALUE 44HICH IS ONLY SOME 2% HIGMER ON THE AVERAGE. THE RESONABLE
CORRESPONDENCE OF THE MODEL'S TO OUR OBSERVATIONS THUS PROVIDES ampiRICAL
SUPPORT FOR THEIR. ESTIMATE.
C. URANUS
THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE ASSUMED FOR THE ATMOSPHERE OF URANUS IS SHOWN IN
FI i:a. 11 (TOKUNAGA El AL. 19 3). THE VARIOU TEMPERATURES NEAR AND BELOW THE
1-BAR PRESSURE LEVEL ARE A DIRECT CONSEnUENCE OF VARIOUS ASSUCIPTIONS REGARDING
THE MIXING RATIO OF CH  IN THE DEEP ATMOSPHERE (SEE APPENDix E) AMONG THE
MODEL SPECTRA SHOWN IN FIG. 12, THE ONE WITH THE LOWEST CHI ABUNDANCE PROVIDES
THE BEST FIT TO THE OBSERVATIONS OVER THE BROADEST SPECTRAL RANGE. THE
SUBMILLIMETER DATA IMPLY A EC]/'EH] ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCE RATIO NEAR OR BELOW THE
JOVIAN OR THE SOLAR VALUV.S. THE MODEL PROVIDES A SATISFACTORY FIT TO THE 17 8
AND 1 . 5 }lM DATA OF TOKUNAGA EX AL. (1983). ALL THE MODELS ARE COOLER THAN
THE OBSERVATIONS OF ORTON Ex AL. ( 1933) AT 10.3, 11.6 AND 12.5 µM, CONSISTENT
WITH THEIR INTERPRETATION THAT PART OF THE FLUX IN THIS SPECTRAL REGION IS
REF'LECTLJ SUNLIGHT. THE GREATEST DIFFICULTY ASSOCIATED WITH THE URANUS MODEL_,
IS THE DIVERGENCE BETWEEN THE HIGH MILLIMETER. BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES WHICH
THEY PREDICT ( FOR LOW CH  ABUNDANCES) AND THE MUCH LOWER TEMPERATURE
OBSERVATIONS IN THI S REGION (E . G. ULICH, 1981) WHICH WOULD APPEAR. TO BE MATCHED
BETTER. BY THE ' . CH MODEL.
THE OBSERVATIONS FORM A =ET WHICH CAN BE USED TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVE
TEMPERATURE OF URANUS. RELYING ON OUR DATA AND ON MODELS ONLY FOR THE FLiJ3 4: AT
WAVELENGTHS SMALLER THAN 35 JA M o WE DERIVE A TOTAL FLUX EOUI VALENT TO AN
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE l?F 5-,3 K WITH AN UNCERTAINTY OF t 1.5 K FROM STATI STT ,: L
ERRORS AND t 2.0 K FROM THE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION UNCERTAINTY. THIS VALUE IS
CONSISTENT WITH PREVIOUS ESTIMATES 1 FAc IO E= AL 1 976.i LOEWENSTEIN El AL. 19/1 i
y
i
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STIER EX AL. 1978), INDICATING NO MEASURED CHANGE IN URANUS' EFPECTIVE
TEMPERATURE OVER THIS TIME PERIOD,
LOCKWnOD Et AL. <191,93) HAVE DERIVED A BOND ALBEDO OF O 33^ * 037D
	 , O TT FOP THE
.^!
+ . :1 31 2
1_^ 1 EPOCH AND 0,342 _,D.ZA FOR THE 1962 EPOCH. FROM THESE ESTIMATES, THE
E I^UILISRIUM TEMPERATURES IN 1 962 AND 1981 ARE ABOUT	 k AND SS a 1 1. 0 K,
RESPECTIVELY, THERE 15 SUFFICIENT OVERLAP IN THE UNCERTAINTIES TO SUPPORT THE
i
ABSENCE OF AN INTERNAL HEAT SOURCE. FURTHERMORE, RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF THE
I•
Y	 ^ IRANIAN PHASE CURVE BY VOYAGER 1 AND L. CAMERA S'rSTEMS c 11JENKEP.T AND DANIELSOtd,
K
COULD BE CONSISTENT WITH LOWER, VALUES OF THE PHASE CURVE THAN PR.EVIOoSL'Y •
' ASSUMED. THE IMPLIED DROP IN THE VALUE OF THE BOND ALBEDO WOULD THUS ABOLISH
ANY ARGUMENT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF AN INTERNAL MEAT SOURCE,
D. NEPTUNE
THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE ASSUMED FOR THE ATMOSPHERE OF NEPTUNE IS :SHOWN
s.
IN Fir,  13. IT CORRESPONDS TO AN, OPTIMIZED FIT TO OUR DATA AS A RESULT OF
4
PERTURBING THE MODELS OF TOKUNAGA EX AL.. (1983 ), WHICH Is ALSO SHOWN. AS FOR
r
SURANUS, VARIOUS CHI MIXING RATIOS IN THE DEEP ATMOSPHERE RESULT DIRECTLY IN THE
t
VARIOUS TEMPERATURE STRUCTURES AT AND BELOW THE 1 —BAR. LEVEL SHOWN IN FIG. 13.
?	 THE MODEL SPECTRA, :SHOWN IN FIG. 14, DEM OZNSTRATE THAT ONLY THE MODEL WITH THE
f
LOWEST CHI ABUNDANCE BIOMES CLOSEST TO MATCHING DATA ACROSS THE WIDEST SPECTRAL
,^ y	 RANGE.- JUST AS FOP. URANUS. THE 17.8 AND 19.6  — ff M OBSERVATIONS OF TOKUNAGA IE2
AL. (1983) ARE FIT WELL, ALTHOUGH THE	 )AM OBSERVATION OF 11 RT0N ET AL.
e.198-3) IS BRIGHTER THAN THE THERMAL SPECTRA MODELS, SUPPORTING THE POSSIBILITY
z^
f
P
THAT REFLECTED SOLAR. RADIATION IS
FLUX AT THAT WAVELENGTH. SIMILAR
HIGHER CH  MIXING RATIO VALUE DOE:
w^
UL I CH	 THIS MODEL IS ALSO
CONTRIBUTING SUBSTANTIALL`i' TO THE OBSERVED
TO THE CASE FOR URANUS, ONLY A MODEL WITH A
WELL IN MATCHING, THE 3.3 MM OBSERVATION OF
CONSISTENT WITH THE 1 MM OBSERVATION OF
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FINALLY , WE USED THE OBSERVATION S  TO IMPROVE THE EVALUATION OF THE
EFFE17TIVS TEMPERATURE OF MEPTUNE. THE MODELS IMPLY VALUES BETWEEN 60 1 K AND
59.r K, DEPENDING ON BULK COM90SITION ASSUMPTIONS USING OUR DATA AND "MODELS
ONLY TO ESTIMATE THE TOTAL FLUX AT WAVELENGTHS SHORT OF :95 µM, WE DIiRIVF A
TOTAL FLUX EQUIVALENT TO AN EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE OF 60.3 K WITH ± 1 5 k
UNCERTAINTY FROM STATISTICAL ERRORS AND ± 2.0 K FROM THE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION
UNCERTAINTY. THIS VALUE IS LARGER THAN THAT DERIVED BY LOEWENSTEIN El AL.
C 1 977A), BUT I= EXTREMELY CLOSE TO THE VALUE DERIVED BY =TIER. EX AL. ( 1 :73).
NEWBURN AND GULKIS (1972) SUGGEST A BOND ALBEDO FOR NEPTUNE WHICH IS
APPROXIMATELY THE SAME AS FOR URANUSA BASED ON THE .SIMILARITY OF THEIR SPECTRA."
AND "URPHY AND TP.AFTON ( 1974)  SUGGEST A SIMILAR VALUM. VALUES OF 0.33-  OR 0.34
WOULD IMPLY AN EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE OF ABOUT 4.5 KJ OUR ESTIMATE OF THE
PLANETARY EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE THUS IMPLIES AN INTERNAL HEAT SOURCE ON THE
ORDaR OF 2.56 TIMES THE AMOUNT OF ABSORBED SOLAR ENERGY. IF LOWER VALUES FOR
THE PHASE INTEGRAL ARE ADOPTED, CONSISTENT WITH THE VOYAGER 1 AND 2
OBSERVATIONS OF NEPTUNE'S PHASE CURVE <klENKERT AND DANIELS-ON, 1932), THEN THE
MAGNITUDE OF THE INTERNAL HEAT COULD BE R.ED IJCED TO A NUMBER. A- LOW AS 1.90
0
n
Y^
V"
TIMES THE AMOUNT OF ABSORBED IN •OLATION.
VI. 	 31_IMMARY
THE DATA FOR •JUPITER AND SATURN PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS OF THE FAR. INFRARED
OUTPUT AT WAVELENGTH'S INACCESSIBLE TO THE VOYAGER IRIS EXPERIMENT TEAM (HANEL
El AL. 1 333; 1983). THEY SUPPORT THE CONCLUSIONS OF THESE AUTHORS THAT THE
THERMAL ENERGY FLUXES OF JUPITER. AND SATURN ARE EQUAL TO 1. 6,7 AND 1. 73 TIMES
THE SOLAR INPUT, RESPECTIVELY, ALTHOUGH THEIR ESTIMATES OF THE BOND ALBEDO ARE
^:UITE INDEPENDENT OF THIS WAVELENGTH REGION. FOR JUPITER, THE VALUE IS
i
t
i
CONSISTENT WITH AN INTERPRETATION IN WHICH ALL THE FLUX IS SUPPLIED BY
Q 1;
e
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GRAVITATIONAL AND INTERNAL ENERGY AS A PART OF THE FINAL COOLING AND
INTRACTION PHASE OF EVOLUTION (GRASOSKE EI AL 1975; BODENHEIMER EI AL 1980)
HOWEVER, FOR SATUP.N, ADDITIONAL ENERGY IS REWIRED WHICH CAN MOST PLAOSISLY Be
PROVIDED BY THE PROCESS OF HELIUM DIFFERENTIATION IN THE INTERIOR IE.G.
STCVENSON, 1980). THEE DATA DO NOT LEND THEMSELVE S TO A PARTICULARLY CLEAR
DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE MODELS DISCUSSED ABOVE, BUT THEY SUGGEST THAT HIGHER
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION DATA COULD DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN THOSE MODEL'S' 'SHOWN AND
OTHERS WITH ATMOSPHERRIC ABSORBERS WHICH WERE NOT INCLUDED EXPLICITY IN THE
CALCULATIONS,
THE URANUS AND NEPTUNE DATA TEND TO CONFIRM PREVIOUS ESTIMATES OF THE
TOTAL B ►.#LOMETRIC THERMAL FLUX AND TO IMPROVE THEIR INTERNAL ACCURACY, ULTIMATE
IMPROVEMENT OF THE ACCURACY OF THE MEASUREMENTS IN THE ABSOLUTE SENSE MUST
AWAIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CALIBRATION SYSTEM IN THIS WAVELENGTH REGION WHICH
IS MORE ACCURATE THAN THE PLANET MARS WITH ITS SYSTEM OF ACTIVE SURFACE"
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY AND CIRCULATION. THE MEASUREMENTS PROVIDE
SUPPORT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF AN INTERNAL HEAT SOURCE IN NEPTUNE AND THE ABSENCE
OF OME IN URANUS; BOTH, IN FACT, EMIT LESS THAN PREDICTED FROM A HOMOGENEOUS
COOLING FROM AN INITIAL HOT STATE 4HUBBARD AND MACF • AR.LANE, 1980). THIS IS MOST
EASILY EXPLAINED BY THE PRESENCE OF UPWARD REDISTRIBUTION OF HEAVIER MATERIALS
SOMETIME DURING THEIR. THERMAL HI TORIES, THUS DIMINISHING THEIR. AVAILABLE
EXCESS LUMINOSITIES.
OUR DATA PROVIDE SUBSTANTIAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE TEMPERATURE :STRUCTURES OF
BOTH URANUS AND NEPTUNE. THE STRUCTURES ADOPTED BY TOKUNAGA El AL. (1983),
BASED ON APPLEBY ( 1980-) ARE ESSENTIALLY CORRECT FOR URANUS AND ABOUT ONE OR
TWO DEGREES TOO WARM FOP. NEPTUNE IN THE REGION NEAR 300 TO 500 MBAR. TOTAL
PRESSURE. FOR THE DEEPER CONVECTIVE REGIONS OF BOTH PLANETS, THE TSUeMILLIMETER
s^
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DATA SUGGEST A STEEP LAPSE RATE. THIS RATE 15 INCONSISTENT WITH MSTHANM MIXING
Q ArjlDT AT THE LEVEL OF I% OR GREATER BECAUSE OF THE PRONOUNCED EFFECTS OF THE
LATENT HEAT OF CONDENSATION ON THE ADIABAT FOR SUCH LARGE ABUNDANCES FURTHER
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE INVESTIGATION OF URANUS Atqo NEPTI INE WOULD BEST BE PROVIDED
BY IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION SCALE AND HIGHER SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION OBSERVATIONS, JUST AS FOR -JUPITER AND SATURN	 NEW OBSERVATIONS AT
MODERATE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION AT WAVELENGTHS SHORTER THAN :30. MICRONS WOULD
PROVIDE FURTHER ELUCIDATION OF THE BULK COMPOSITION (HYDROGEN To HELIUM RATIO)
AND THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE IN THE 100 To 40 MBAR RANGE FOR BOTH PLANETS.
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PARTIAL RESOLUTION OF THE PLANETARY DISK
IN SOME CASES, ESPECIALLY THE OBSERVATIONS OF •JUPITER, THE ANGULAR.
RADIUS OF THE PLANET IS APPRECIABLE IN COMPARISON WITH THE BEAM RADIUS, IT IS
APPEND IX A
THEREFORE NECESSARY TO CORRECT THE OBSERVED SIGNALS FOR PARTIAL RESOLUTION OF
THE DISK, I.E. FOR A DECREASE IN DETECTION EFFICIENCY WITH INCREASING
DISPLACEMENT FROM THE OPTIC AXIS. THE NORMALIZED SCANS OF MARS G VE THE
EFF I C I ENC I E'o". EC ) o AS A FUNCTION OF THE D I SPLACEMEYNT, tp . TO GOOD
APPROXIMATION THESE SCANS CAN BE FITTED BY GAUSSIANS. FOR A PLANET OF ANGULAR
RADIUS 10 IN WHICH THE BRIGHTNESS IS A FUNCTION B(f) OF THE EMISSION ANGLE C( -
ARC SIN (0/0, THE DISK CORRECTION IS
D( ,f )] ^	 s<cL7Pr00¢/f f ECO5eiot)Ir0o	 (Al ^.
I.E., IF S = OBSERVED SIGNAL, THEN D(f)S = SIGNAL WHICH WOULD BE OBSERVED FOR A
PLANET OF THE SAME LUMINOSITY AND THE SAME S&Z BUT WITH Ps 0.
WE HAVE USED THE ASSUMPTION B(CC) = CONSTANT TO 03TAIN THE CORRECTIONS
SHOWN IN TABLES IT AND VI. AS AN INDICATION OF THE 'SENSITIVITY OF D(J) TO 8M)
WE HAVE USED THE 4S µM ( PIONEER 10 AND 11 ) VALUE S OF B(C0 DETERMINED FOR
JUP ITER BY r JGERSOLL ET AL ( 1976). LJE HAVE MADE PITS  OF SMOOTH CURVES TO THEIR
MEASURED VALUES AVERAGED OVER FIVE ZONES OF LATITUDE. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE CORRECTIONS FOR Br0.J = CONSTANT AND FOR B(M) BASED ON INGERSOL cI AL ( 1976)
IS NEGLIGIBLE IN COMPARISON WITH OUR ESTIMATE OF THE ERROR ( 10%:) IN 0(f)-1 DUE
TO UNCERTAINTIES IN
APPENDIX D — EFFECT OF SATURNS RINGS
VOYAGER E MEASURED THE TEMPERATURE'-4 OF THE A AND C RINGS OF SATURN TO
BE 69 K AND nc K RESPECTIVELY (HANEL El AL, 1 982) . AT THE ENCOUNTER: THE RINGNG
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INCLINATION TO THE SIJN WAS E" .
 AT 'HE TIME OF OUR OBSERVATIONS THE RING
O
INCLINATION ANGLE TO THE SUN WAS < :b1 . WE ASSUME THAT THE RING TEMPERATURE
WOULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY LESS THAN THE TEMPERATURES MRASLIRED BY VOYAGER. IN THIS
CA_•E, THE DOMINANT EFFECT OF THE RINGS WOULD BE TO BLOCX THE EMISSION FROM THE
r
DISK. S INCE THE PING INCLINATION TO EARTH WAS ALNAYS LESS THAN 1 :7 0 DURING
"DUP. OBSERVATIOPS, THE GREATEST REDUCTION IN THE EFFECTIVE DISK AREA WOULD BE
1.5%.  THE CORRECTION IS MUCH LESS FOR X ADD AM .N
APPENDIX C -SEQUENCE OF UROIJND-BASED MEA PREMENT
THE INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATIONS usED IN THE IRTF INVESTIGATIONS FOLLONED A
a"	 REGULAR PATTERN. CONSIDER, FOR EXAMPLE, A SER IES O' T OBSERVATIONS OF MARS,
R
JUPITER AND SATURN USING THE SUBMILLIMETER FILTERS CH2 (BROAOBAND), AND CH3,
CH4, CHS (NARROWER BAND) . klE USE h12,	 .J3, ETC. TO OF-NOTE OBSERVATIONS OF MXRS
WITH FILTER CH" •JUPITER WITH FILTER CH3, ETC. AND V M ), SC M.3) E'Yr . • TO DENOTE	 Y
a
+ THE CORRESPOND I PIG SIGNALS.
a
E; A SINGLE SERIES WOULD PROCEED IN THE ORDER M2, P13„ P14, M5, M2, •J2, Z.,
J4,	 • J5,	 J2,	 SS,	 •S3,	 S4,	 S•`],	 S2,	 AND THE ENTIRE SERIES WOULD BE REPEATED AT
5
LEAST ONCE AND USUALLY TWICE. 	 NOTE THAT FILTER CH2 WAS USED BEFORE AND AFTER. a
y. THE OTHER FILTERS ON EACH PLANET.	 IT USUALLY TOOK LESS THAN 10- MINUTES TO a
1
J.
t
COMPLETE THE FIVE _UCCESSIVE COUNTS ON A SINGLE PLANET. 	 THE CORRESPONDING
CHANGE IN AIR MASS WAS USUALLY ± 31.05.	 HENCE CORRECTIONS FOR CHANGE= IN AIR
1
r
MA__ WITHIN THE SET OF FIVE COUNTS WERE ALMOST NEGLIGIBLE. 	 IN COMPUTING RATIOS
i.
p ' ii	 ^^t11lJTS SUC H 	 AS ,•^4 ^1•_, Jd, •J 	
ONE SERIES WE =IMPL''i 	 ItJTEP. POLATED LINEARL''i BY_ F COUN TS 	 .. , ? • n4 h1?) FOR O
s
AIR MASS' BETWEEN THE }t'. ME) VALUES AT THE BEGINNI NG AND THE END OF THE SERIES  TO
's
=?
S
FIND A VALUE FOR THE AIR MAa CORRESPONDING TO P13.
THE TIME BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND SERIES FOR A GIVEN PLANET WAS !
APPROXIMATELY 45 MINUTES. 	 THE CORRESPONDING CHANGE IN AIR MASS,	 TYPICALL''i'
Cy
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WAS. USUALLY ENOUGH TO CAUSE A SMALL BUT MEASUREABLE CHANGE IN A SIGNAL
RATIO SUCH AS S(MV/8021, INSOFAR AS POSSIBLE. THE OBSERVATIONS WERE TIMED TO
GIVE EQUAL AIR MAS SES FOR EACH OF THE PLANETS WHEN AVERAGED OVER ALL
OBSERVATIONS FOR ONE NIGHT
APPENDIX 0 — ANALYSIS OF IRTF DATA
(I) SRI-.lAD8All40 DA,,rA
THE COUNTS OBTAINED WITH THE BROADBAND FILTERS CH2 AND MP2 ARE INSENSITIVE
TO FINE STRUCTURE IN THE SOURCE SPECTRA. THEY HAVE HIGH STATISTICAL ACCURACY)
AND THEY HAVE BEEN REPEATED OFTEN ENOUGH TO PROVIDE WELL —SAMPLED SIGNAL VS. AIR
MASS CURVES, WE USE THESE COUNTS TO oaRive BRIGHTNESS RATIOS FOR THE VARIOUS
PLANETSo AND TO PROVIDE REFERENCE POINTS IN DERIVING THE SHAPES OF THE
INDIVIDUAL SPECTRA (SECTION '2).
THE STEPS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE BROADBAND DATA ARE AS FOLLOWS:
(1) PLOT THE SIGNALS VS. AIR MASS FOR EACH PLANET FOR EACH NIGHT.
(ii) TO THOSE PLOTSo FIT THE WATER VAPOR CURVES TO ESTIMATE 'rHE ZENITH
WATER VAPOR.
(III) ADJUST ALL THE DATA FOR A GIVEN NIGHT TO A COMMON LINE—OF—SIGHT
WATER VAPOR.
(IV) COMBINE THE ADJUSTED VALUES WEIGHTING INOIVIDUAL COUNTS ACCORDING TO
THEIR NOISE VALUESx USING THE NOMINAL ERRORS OR THE MEAN ERROR.-
I
WHICHEVER IS LARGER.
(V) MAKE A CHI —QUARE0 TEST OF THE N AOIUSTED VALUES AND INCREASE THE
ERROR OF THE COMBINED RESULT BY	 IF THE REDUCED CHI
SOUARED IS
i(VI) CALCULATE THE RATIOS OF THE AVERAGES <S(J2 ) >/<S<M2 >> ETC. WHERE THE
COUNTS IN THE DENOMINATORS ARE FOR THE REFERENCE PLANET (MARS, OR,
rR
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WHERE NECESSAR'Yo AN INTERMEDIATE STANDARD).
VII) hU!LTIPLY THE RATIOS BY THE DISK CORRECTION FACTORS SHOWN IN TABLES
II ANC• IV AND BY THE RATIOS C O F PLANETARY SOLID .' .NGLES To OBTAIN
GLOBAL SURFACE BRIGHTNESS RATIOS Er •JL^ )-'BC P1^) ETC.
	 FOR THE RANGE OF
WATER VAPOR OF THESE MEASUREMENTSo THE BRIGHTNES_ PATIOS FOR THESE
a
FILTERS ON DIFFERENT NIGHTS ARE IN SATISFACTORY AGREEMENT AND SHON
i
NO DEPENDENCE ON ZENITH WATER. VAPOR. :
	THE EXPECTED RESULT FOR THE
i
{.i; BROADBAND DATAr WHATEVER THE FINE STRUCTURE,	 IF OVERALL THE PLANET:
HAVE ROUGHLY RA'YLEIGH—JEANS SPECTRA WITHIN THE PA.55BANDS OF THE
`` FILTERS OAS ASSUMED IN PREPARING THE WATER VAPOR CURVES).
'VIII) ASSUME A BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE FOR THE REFERENCE PLANET FOR THE
E
DATE OF THE OBSERVATION AND CALCULATE A BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE FOR
s THE "UNKNOWN" PLANET.
lIX) COMBINE THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES FOR THE VARIOUS NIGHTS WITH
r WEIGHTING ANO C H I —S 191JARED TESTS AS IN STEPS (IV) AND ( V) .	 WE ASSUME
Ir,
NO CHANGE IN GIANT PLANET TEMPERATURES D! IRING THE PERIOD OF THE
.n OBSERVATION..
	 NO '=RANGE IS INDICATED BY THE RESULTS.
r	 2) NARROWER BAND DATA
IN PRIN C=IPLE: THE PROCEDURE WE HAVE DESCRIBED FOR THE BROADBAND DATA COULD
r^"
BE USED ALSO TO FIND THE SIGNAL RATIO _ ':--' _13 )•-''St: P1.1) ETC. AND HENCE THE
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES FOR THE NARROWER BANDS. HOWEVER, THE ERRORS IN
.^. DETERMINING THE RELATIVE BR.IGHTNESSES IN THE VARIOUS PASSBANQS FOR A SINGLE
i^ PLANET ARE REDUCED BY THE FOL.' -'WING PROCEDURE:
t
1
'•`. I :' CALCULATE I S-( P13 )/S4 012- ) I
	 S(-J4 )/ Sl' ,12) J W , ETC-- WHERE
W = LINE OF SIGHT WATER. VAPOR. FOR A PARTICULAR. MEASUREMENT OF
3'' I'1^ 'r ^'•'. .^a ) r ETC. AND S^. h1? .'•' 	 :=(. Ii-^.)	 ETC. ARE THE VAL! iES
W	 W
U
^f
k
w.
i
k
Y
i1
r
i
d^	 'e
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OF THE BROADBAND SIGNALS INTERPOLATED TO THE SAME VALUES OF W.	 THESE
RATIOS ARE NOT INDEPENDENT OF Wi E.G. 833%52 DECREASES AND Sr_^%:.2
INCREASES WITH INCREASING W.	 T`fPICALL'Y, THE CHANGE FROM ONE SERIES
TO THE NEXT IS
(II)	 ADJUST THE RATIOS FOR XUCCESSIVE SERIES TO A COMMON VALUE, W',
USING EMPIRICALL`l DETERMINED CORRECTIONS (LINEAR IN W) BASED ON THE
DATA FOR ALL RUNS.	 THE RATIOS THUS DETERMINED AGREE WITHIN
STATISTICS.	 FOR THE SUBMILLIMETER DATA (FILTERS CHB, 	 CH3, N4, CHI#,
AND CHS) WE CHOOSE W ig = 1 mm.	 THE RANGE OF VALUES IS
0.3  'i. W L 1 , 5  MM .	 FOR THE MILLIMETER DATA ( FILTERS MP2 AND
MP4) WE CHOOSE w	 = S MM.	 THE RANGE OF VALUES is 3.4 e— W : 6.4 MM.O
(III)	 COMBINE THE ADJUSTED VALUES TO OBTAIN <. S( Ma J%S( M2 )iW ,	 <Sk. • J4 J%S( J2 ) rW
ETC. WITH WEIGHTING AND CHI —SQUARED TESTS AS DISCUSSED IN SECTION 1.
t^
(IV)	 CALCULATE BRIGHTNESS RATIOS RELATIVE TO THE CALIBRATION OBJECT (MARS)
USING THE RELATIONSHIPS
B( •J3 a%B( M:^ y	 =	 e s( ._12'^%B(r^12 	 ]%C t: 5( J3 i%S( •J2 ^> 	 %6: ^^. h1? ^>>':3^. P12 ^: 	 7W	 w
ETC.
	
AND USING THE VALUE 'S OF B( J2 .'• 1 %`B( x1 2) ETC.	 AS DISCUSSED I N
SECTION 1.	 NOTE THAT IF THE SMALL ADJUSTMENTS OF STEP (II) ARE
i
CORRECT., THEN THE VALUE OF W	 WILL NOT INFLUENCE  THE CALCULATED VALUE '
i^ F B( •J •3 )%B( M3) ETC.	 THE EFFECTIVE WAVELENGTH IS SLIGHTLY DEPENDENT I
ON W	 BUT THE DEPENDENCE IS MUCH WEAKER THAN FOR THE BROADBAND
0 I
FILTERS. i
•	 o
(V)	 CALCULATE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES ( SEE SECTION 2). 
23
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DETAIL:: OF ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
YNTHETIC SPECTRA OF JUPITER AND 'SATURN WERE COMPUTED FROM PHYSICAL MODEL:
-1
WITH 10 CMWIDE ELEMENT= CENTERED 1 0 CM-1 WIDE ( "FLAT") ELEMENTS CENTERED
-1
AT 99 THROUGH 499 CM AND 5 CM_ I WIDE ELEMENTS CENTERED AT 34 THROUGH
-1	 -1?tea CM FOR THE AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS, AND 2.5 CMWIDE ELEMENT= AT 9.0
-1THROUGH 34.0 CMFOR TH{E GROUND —BASED OBSERVATIONS.	 THIS APPROACH ALLOWED
ABSORPTION FEATURES SUCH AS THE MANIFOLDS OF NH3 ROTATION— INVERSION LINES TO BE
RESOLVED.
THE OPACITY OF THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE IS DOMINATED BY H 	 NH, IN THE
40 JAM — 1 MM REGION.	 THE H2 COLLISION—INDUCED DIPOLE ABS(YAPTION WAS
CALCULATED USING RECENT MODELS DERIVED FOR A VARIETY OF COLLIDING SPECIES : H,^-
CH 	 ACCORDING TO DORE Er AL. ( 1 983), H`—HE ACCORDING TO COHEN Cl AL. (198 3).
ABSORPTION BY NH, WAS CALCULATED USING DIRECT INTEGRATION OF INVERSION AND
,3 n	 i
a
ROTATION—INVERSION LINES WHOSE SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS ARE SUMMARIZED BY A.
HUSSON Et AL. ( 1 982 ) , BASED ON HU55ON E2 AL. ( 1 981).	 ADDITIONAL GASEOUS
ABSORPTION BY PH, AND CO WAS MODELLED USING LINE PARAMETERS GIVEN BY HUSSO hI •
.3 :+
El AL.
THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER CALCULATIONS WERE PERFORMED USING THE MATRIX
OPERATOR ALGOR I i HM O	 G RANTRANT AND HUNT ( 19h9'' IN A t•1ULTIPLE — LA^i'ER APPP.OXIh1ATION
r
WHICH QSED TWENTY HOMOGENEOUS LAYERS PER DECADE_' OF PRESSUPE CHANGE TO _SIMULATE
	 I
,
THE GRADUAL CHANGE OF ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES WITH ALTITUDE. DIRECT INTEGRATION
OF LINE ABSORPTION WAS PERFORMED USING THE METHOD 'C-IF SCOTT ( 1974) AS MODIFIED
BY ORT'^N ( 1981) .
THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF JUPITER USED IN THE CALCULATIONS WAS ADOPTED
FROM THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE INVERSION OF THE VOYAGER RADIO) :,' SS`rSTEt4
OCCULTATION EXPERIMENTS (L I NDAL E2 AL. 198 1), ASSUMING RESPECTIVE MOLAR
24
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PRACT I ONS OF ,S AND 11%  FOR Ha AND HE ( GAUT I ER. El AL. 1981) 	 A mmoN I A WASG
ASSUMED TO HAVE A MOLAR MIXING RATIO OF 2.2j
 X 14.1 ~4
 IN THE DEEP ATMOSPHERE
CLINDAL EI AL. 1981) 
 WITH DEPLETION OF H1 13HER LEVEL:: OWING TO SATURATION
E l::UILIBRIUM AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DESTRUCTION AS MODELLED BY C I RTON ES AL. (19832A)
THE V ER,"'ICAL DISTRIBUTION OF r PH, WAS REPRESENTED BY A MAXIMUM MIXING RATIO
OF r X. 117J -7.1 	 WITH A GRADUAL DEEPLETION WITH ALTITUDE ABOVE THE 1 BAR LEVEL,
FOLLOWING THE PROFILE DERIVED BY KUNDE ES AL. (1_x,82) FROM VOYAGER. IRIS SPECTRA,
A CONSTANT CO MIXING RATIO OF 2.1 :>•'. 10-9
 WAS ASSUPIED, AN AVERAGE OF THE
APPROXIMATE RESULTS OF BEER (19,75) ANC.) LARSON E l A, (124780. WE NOTE THAT THE
INFL!FENCE OF PH3
 AND CO LINES ON THE SPECTRUM IN 10.0 CM_ 1 THROUGH 2.5 CM-1
•3
RESOLUTION ELEMENTS APPEARED TO BE SMALL.
THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF SATURN USED IN THE CALCULATIONS WAS DERIVED
FROM THE RESULTS OF THE PLANET -WIDE AVERAGED TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE DETERMINED
FROM THE VOYAGER IRIS DATA GIVEN BY HANEL El AL. C1983i, WITH TEMPERATURES
DEEPER THAN 350 MBARS DERIVED FROM THE PRELIMINARY NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE INVERSION
OF THE VOYAGER IRIS OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT (TYLER El AL. 1 982) AFTMR
ADJUSTMENT OF THE BULK COMPOSITION TO 9ti%: H,0 AND 7% HE (GAUTIER El AL. 1983)
AMMONIA WAS ASSUMED TO HAVE A MOLAR. MIXING RATIO OF B .'•: 10"4 IN THE DEEP
ATMOSPHERE. AN ALTERNATIVE VALUE OF 5 X 10-4 WAS TESTED, FOLLOWING MODELS
LIMIT= GIVEN BY KLEIN E2 AL C 1:75 .'r AND WAS FOUND TO AFFECT OUR SPECTRA
NEGLIGIBLY. DEPLETION OF NH 3 AT HIGH LEVEL_ FOLLOWED SATURATION EGAUILIBRIUM
•3
A SIMPLE MODEL FOR THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PH3 WAS USED : A CONSTANT
.3
MIXING RATIO OF 1 .5 X 1 0-6 , ROUGHLY CONSISTENT WITH THE RESULTS OF TOKUNAGA
EI AL. (1,980) AND COURTIN El AL. ( 1981),  WITH .A CUTOFF NEAR THE BASE OF THE
STRATOSPHERE. WE DISCOVERED THAT THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF STRATOSPHERIC PH3
•3
WAS NOT SIGNIFICANT  FOR 01- IR CALCULATIONS. FOR CONSISTENCY WITH JUPITER,  WE
9
h
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ASSUMED A CONSTANT CO mv?,ING RATIO OF 2.5 X 113 -9 , ALTHOUGH ITS INFLUENCE ON OUR
CALCULATIONS OF THE SATURNIAN SPECTRUM WAS EXTREMELY =MALL: AS THE BASE FOR
JUPITER.
WE ALSO TESTED VARIOUS PHYSICAL MODELS FOR NH3
 
ICE CLOUDS IN THE JOVIAN
A TMOSPHERE FOLLOWING THE GENERAL SCHEME USED BY ORTON MI AL. (1982a). THa
PARTICLES ARE CHARACTERIZED BY A MODE RADIUS WHICH IS LEFT A RREE PARAMETER, A
10% VARIANCE IN THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION, AND A SCATTERING PHASE
FUNCTION TAKEN FROM FITTING THE NH3
 
PARTICLE PHASE FUNCTION OBSERVED IN THE
LABORATORRY WITH VISIBLE LIGHT (HOLMES, 1981; HOLME• El AL., 1980) YZING THE
POLLACK AND CUZZI (1980) SEMI-EMPIRICAL ALGORITHM FOR IRREGULARLY-SHAPED
PARTICLES, No CLOUD PARTICLES WERE ASSUMED HIGHER VHAN THE 100-MBAR
TEMPERATURE MINIMUM OR DEEPER THAN THE 630-MBAR SATURATION LEVEL. THE VERTICAL
DISTRIBUTION WAS PARAMETERIZED BY PARTICLE SCALE HEIGHT TO GAS SCALE HEIGHT
RATIOS OF 0,50, 0.15 AND 0.05. INDICES OF REFRACTION FOR NH3
 
ICE WERE TAKEN
FROM MARTONCHIK Sl AL. 41983) WHICH ARE BASED PRIMARILY ON THE ABSORPTION
MEASUREMENTS OF SILL El AL. (1980). FOR VERY LOW FREQUENCIES ABSORPTION WAS
EXTRAPOLATED EXPONENTIALLY DOWNWARD WITH DECREASING FREQUENCY.- CONSISTENT WITH
THE LOWEST AVAILABLE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS OF SILL Sl AL. THIS TREATMENT
IGNORES POSSIBLE PHONON ABSORPTIONSj SUCH AS OCCUR 7N WATER ICE (E.G. MISHIMA
El AL. <1983), OWING TO THE ABSENCE OF RELEVANT LABORATORY DATA. UTHirm
RESTRICTIONS ON THE PARTICLE SIZE AND VERTICAL SCALE HEIGHT DETERMINED BY
ORTON El AL. (19832B) WERE ALSO OBSERVED. PHYSICAL MODELS FOR CLOUDS IN THE
SATURNIAN ATMOSPHERE SIMILAR TO THOSE FOR JUPITER AND TO THOSE INVOKED FOR
SPATZ CALLY-RESOLVED OBSERVATIONS --IF SATURN 0DRTC-IN, 19-8.3) WERE NOT INVOKED.- AS
DISCUSSED IN 
•THE MAIN TEXT.
THE 35-100 )IM SPECTRA OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE ARE EXPECTED To BE DOMINATED
-INDUCED ABSORPTION OF	 AND THE -IMPARISC)N WITH IODELe"j" THE COLLISION	 t
kmw	
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SPECTRA TEND TD SUPPORT THIN VIEW. AT THIS TIME, THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO
.'•000EST THAT NON- ONTIN1 iOUS FEATURES _SHOULD BE PRESENT IN THE SPECTRUM F*p
URANUS (AND NEPTUNE) THE LOW YEMPEP.ATURES ELIMINATE NH AT DETECTABLE LEVELS,
.j
UNLESS PRESENT IN ABUNDANCES EXCEEDING SATURATION EQUILiBRIUM BY MANY ORDERS OF
MAGNITUDE. PHOSPHENE SHOULD ALSO BE DEPLETED BY =SATURATION EQUILIBRIUM,
ALTHOUGH NOT AS MUCH AS AMMONIA. WHILE CARBON MONOXIDE MAY NOT BE DEPLETED BY
A SIMILAR PROCESS, ITS INFLUENCE ON THE MEASUREMENTS SHOULD BE VERY SMALL IF
ITS MIXING RATIOS IN URANUS AND NEPTUNE ARE SIMILAR  TO JUPITER. WE THEREFORE
ASSUMED THAT THE SPECTRUM COULD BE DESCRIBED WELL BY THE CONTINUUM DUE TO H,.
THUS, DIRECT COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE COMPUTED SPECTRUM AND THE BRIGHTNESS
TEMPERATURES GIVEN IN TABLE II AT VARIOUS WAIELENGTHS ARE PHYSICALLY
MEANINGFUL.
FOR THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURES FOR URANUS AND NEPTUNE, WE FOLLOWED A
PROCEDURE ADOPTED BY ORTON EX AL. (1983) WHICH EXAMINES EXISSTING MODELS BY
TOKUNAGA El Al. (1322). THEIR TEMPERATURE STRUCTURES ARE PARTIALLY BASED ON
RADIATIVE—CONVECTIVE EQUILIBRIUM MODELS OF APPLEBY (1980) AND ARE CONSTRAINED
TO MATCH 17 .2 AND 13 . 6 )IM OBSERVATIONS. THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURES
CHAR.ACTER.I—ING THEIR. MODELS WERE PERTURBED IN A WAY WHICH OPTIMIZED THE FIT TO
OUR DATA BETWEEN 40 AND 100 JAM.
AS A BASELINE COMPOSITION, WE ASSUMED A MIX ING RATIO OF 90 %: FOR H^, CLOSE
TO THOSE FOR JUPITER AND SATURN. THE REMAINDER WAS ASSUMED To BE COMPO_ Cry OF
HE AND CH4 . CH  INFL!F ENCES THE THERMAL SPECTRUM IN T'WO WAYS. FIRST, CH 
COLLISIONS WITH H 2 CHANGE THE H2 COLLISION—INDUCED DIPOLE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
FOR THAT PRODUCED BY H ti OR HE COLLISIONS. SECOND, i_H
4
 
CONDENSATION IN THE
w
UPPER TROPOSPHERE LOWERS THE CRY ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE VIA LATENT HEAT Q.E.G. EQ.
3 OF WALLACE, 1320). THE EXTENT OF THIS WET AOIASAT IS C=ONTROLLED BY THE
9
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AMOUNT OF CH  IN THE DEEP, UNCONDENSED ATMOSPHERE. THREE VALUES FOR THIN
MIXING RATI O
 WERE TESTED ,
 0.2%, 2 %: AND 4% . THE FIRST IS CLOSE TO THE JOV I API
VALUE ( GAUTIER ET AL. 1982), THE SECOND I_ AN ARBITRARY "INTERMEDIATE" VALUE,
AND THE LAST IS A VALUE RECOMMENDED BY BA INES ( 1 987). VALUES AS HIGH AS 10%;
HAVE BEEN SUGGESTED FOR URANUS WANIELSON, 1977), BUT THESE WERM JUDGED BY
ORTON El AL. (1983)  TO BE UNLIKELY.
THE APPROXIMATE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SHAPE OF THE MODEL SPECTRA OF URANUS
AND NEPTUNE AND THE DATA ARGUES THAT THE COMPOSITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS IMPLICIT IN
THE MODEL ARE NOT UNREASONABLE, THE DATA IN THE 10 — 12 Atli REGIONS COULD BE
FIT BETTER BY THERMAL EMISSION ALONE IF THE MOLAR FRACTION OF HE WERE INCREASED
SUBSTANTIALLY (E.G. TO 50%)o BUT THIS IS CONSIDERED UNLIKELY. INCREASING THE
HE MIXING RATIO SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THE VALUES USED IN THE MODELS TENDS TO
SUPRESS THE H2 ROTATIONAL FEATURES AT 16 AND 2.7 JAM, FLATTEN THE BRIGHTNESS
35 TEMPERATURE Y'.PECTRUM BETWEEN 40 AND 199 )k M, AND INCREASE THE RISE IN THE
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE WITH LONGER WAVELENGTHS. THE SLOW VARIATION OF
TEMPERATURE WITH ALTITUDE, COMBINED WITH THE LIMITED DATA 'SET MAKE IT
IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE A TRUSTWORTHY VALUE FOR THE HE MIXING RATIO AT THIS
TIME, AS IN GAUT I ER El AL. ( 19$1) FOR THE VOYAGER IRIS SPECTRA OF JUPITER.  ON
THE OTHER HAND, IT IS CLEAR. THAT THE IMMEDIATE EFFECT OF REPLACING A
SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THE ETUILIBRium Ham,
C 
BY NORMAL H2 IN THE MODEL IS TO
^
INCREA_=.E THE ABSORPTION IN THE 100 — 200 AAA RANGE RELATIVE TO SHORTER
WAVELENGTHS, MAKING IT MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TO FIT BOTH SPECTRAL REGIONS
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
Some CAUTION IS WARRANTED AT THIS POINT. FIRST, WE ARE EXTENDING THE
MODELS FOR. , H^	 ABSORPTION WELL BELOW Tw LOWEST TEMPERATURE AT
WHICH MEASUREMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE (CF. DORE E2 AL. 1983),  AND THE UNCERTAINTY
INVOLVED IN S UCH AN EXTRAPOLATION IS DIFFICULT TO ESTIMATE ON A RELIABLE
- 
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-!sUANTITATIVE BASIS. OTHER CHANGES IN THE SHAPE OF THE GENERAL CONTINUUM WOULD
TAKE PLACE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OP CLOUD= IN THE ATMOSPHERE IF THE PARTICLE 'SIZE
WEPE 'SU R I C I ENTL'Y LARGE, AS MAY OCCUR IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER WITH NH ;, ICE
PARTICLES GORTON EZ AL. 1982). FINALLY; CHANGES IN THE HE MIXIN G RATIO OR THE
ADG I T I ON OF NORMAL —H2 TO EQU I L I BR I UM"H 2 IN VHE MODEL WOULD CHANGE THE EFFECTIVE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND INFLUENCE THE TEMPERATURE LAPSE RATE IN THE
CONVECTIVE {ADIABATIC) PART OF THE ATMOSPHERE FOR PRESSURES GREATER THAN ABOUT
400 MBAR. SUCH CHANGES WOULD INFLUENCE THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE INCREASE FOR
WAVELENGTHS OF A80UT 200 )AM AND ABOVE AND COMPLICATE THE SIMPLE ASSOCIATION WE
HAVE PRESENTED BETWEEN THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES IN THE SUBMILLIMF_TER AND
THE MIXING RATIO OF CH  IN THE DEEP ATMOSPHERE.
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P tGURE I	 TRANSMISSION CURVES. OF THE IRTF FILTERS,
FIGURE 2-5 ; THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE RESULTS OF TABLE IV (KAO DATA) AND
TABLE V (IRTF DATA: ARE PLOTTED FOR EACH PLANET. FOR A DISCUSSION OF THE
ERRORS, SEE THE TEXT. THE DASHED CURVE REPRESENTS AN INITIALLY AFTUMED
SPECTRUM FROM WHICH THE SOLID CURVE WAS DERIVED USING THESE DATA IN AN
ITERATIVE PROCEDURE (.SE-:E TEXT).
FIGURE 6 : THE FLUX RESULT':-' OF TABLE IV ARE PLOTTED WITH THE FINAL DERIVED
CURVES (SOLID CURVES IN F.GURSS 2-5). THE INDIVIDUAL DATA POINTS ARE ADJUSTED
TO A FIXED PLANETARY SEMI-OIAMETER.
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	Figure 7	 Spectra of Jupiter for models with no NH 3
 cloud (upper curve), and
for a cloud with Hp/Hg . 0.15 ai.a particle sizes of 30 un (middle
curve) and 100 um (lower curve). The spectra are computed with
resolution element of 10 cm-1
 through 100 tan (100 cm -1 ), 5 cm-1
between 100 = and 200 tan (50-100 cm
-1 ) and 2.5 cm-1 between 200 m
and 1 mm (10-40 cm-1 ). The spectrum at short wavelengths is taken
from whole-disk Voyager IRIS average of Hanel et al. (1981). Tic
marks in the upper graph denote the positions of strong lines or
manifolds of NH3 and PH3.
r
	
Figure 8	 Spectra of Jupiter for models with Hp/Hg v
 0.50 and particle sizes
of 10 tan (upper curve) and 100 = (lower curve). Other symbols are
shown as in Fig. 10.
	
Figure 9	 Spectra of Jupiter for models with Hp/Hg - 0.05 and particle sizes
of 10 = (upper curve) and 100 = (lower curve). Other symbols are
shown as in Fig. 10.
	
Figure 10
	 Spectra of Saturn for models with various PH 3 mixing ratios. The
curves represent spectra of models with the mixing ratio of PH3
equal to 1.5 x 10' 6 (upper curve), 3 x 10"6 (middle curve) and
1 x 10" 5 (lower curve). The ;Nixing ratio of NH 3
 in the deep atmo-
sphere equals 2 x 10-4 . Spectra are computed with resolution
elements as given in Fig. 10. Tic marks in the upper graph have
the same meaning as in Fig. 10.
	
Figure 11
	 Temperature structures of Uranus used in the models for a 90% mix-
ing .Itio of H 2 . Each is a perturbation of the profile given by
Tokunaga et al. (1982) which is nearly identical to the structures
O^9G11^^ '.a V `?^^^^, i 7
OF POOR QUALITY
shown above 6hc adiabatic region. The difference in temperature
structures in the troposphere is the result of different wet
adiabat{c lapse rates associated with a variety of CH4 mixing
ratios in the deep atmosphere as shown.
^	 a
Figure 12
	
Spectra of Uranus for 90% H2 derived from
shown in Fig. 15. Only the absorption of
dipole of H 2 is considered in the models.
the filled circles. The 2% and 4% CH 4 sp
able at this scale near 50 um. From 10.3
tions of Tokunaga et al. (1983) and Orton
shown as open circles.
the temperature structures
the collision,-induced
Our data are depicted by
:ctra are indistinguish-
to 19.6 um, the observa-
et al. (1983) are also
Figure 13	 Temperature structures of Neptune used in the models for a 90%
mixing ratio of H 2 . Each is a perturbation of the profile given
by Tokunaga et al. (1983), shown by the dashed line where different
from the rest, optimized to provide a best fit to our data between
40 and 100 um. The difference in tropospheric temperatures arises
for the same reasons as for Uranus (Fig. 14).
Figure 14
	
Spectra of Neptune for 90% H 2 derived from the temperature struc-
tures shown in Fig. 16. Only the absorption of the collision-
induced H2 dipole is considered in the models. Our data are
depicted by the filled circles. The 2% and 42 CH4 spectra are
indistinguishable at this scale near 50 ism. From 10.3 to 19.6 Im,
the observations of Tokunaga et al. (1983) and Orton et al. (1983)
-
are also shown as open circles.
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